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1. What’s new 
• Frontend core completely restructured using Symfony framework 

◦ Easier to maintain and customize 

◦ OOP (Object-oriented programming) 

• New default theme 

◦ Latest version of Bootstrap (v.3.3.5) 

◦ New banners dimensions 

◦ New custom content section on the footer 

◦ New social medias links added to footer (Instagram, Google Plus and Pinterest) 

◦ Site Navigation updated to allow all links on the footer to be customized 

◦ Featured categories can now be highlighted with images 

◦ New page Privacy Policy 

◦ New custom content for profile log in and sign up pages 

◦ Listings can now be highlighted with cover images on the detail page 

• SEO improvements 

◦ Cleaner URL structure 

◦ Structured mark ups 

◦ Added tags for better sharing on Facebook, Google + and Twitter 

• Elasticsearch 

◦ Faster search 

◦ Filters redesigned 

◦ New auto suggest functionality 

◦ Order by distance option 

• Added interface to manage checkins on site manager section 

• Forms to edit modules updated on the sponsors section 

• Created default listing type 

2. Changes 
- Image cropping on gallery upload changed to keep the original image after cropping 

- Enquire page added for the new theme 

- Email send functionality updated to avoid emails being sent as spams 

- Import sample updated 

- Site manager can now change users accounts from visitor account to a sponsor account 

- Added option on site manager section to change the date format 



	

	

- Added option on site manager section to change the clock type 

- Maximum of categories associated to a listing increased to 20 

3. Bug fixes 
- Fixed error message on the HTML Editor when an image is uploaded using the Basic 

Upload option on the sponsors area. 

- News sitemap updated according to Google standards 

- Fixed layout for the link “Sign out” that wasn’t being displayed on the site manager section 

in some languages 

- Fixed bug with the gallery uploader that wasn’t allowing to select more than one image on 

Mozila Firefox 

- API updated to standardize the behavior of the featured items blocks 

- Fixed problem with the pop up to select categories that was blocking the page when using 

the site manager section on tablets resolution 

- Manage Levels & Pricing interface on site manager fixed to not allow users to disable all 

levels 

- Fixed bug on the API that was showing articles with publication date on the future 

- Column “Last Updated” removed from Sitemgr > Pages Customization > Advertisement 

- Fixed javascript error on event form when selection a location 

- “Deal” tab removed on listing form when the listing level doesn’t have deals enabled 

- Fixed bug on page “My Account” on site manager section that wasn’t allowing users to 

update their password 


